COMMUNITY CRIME ALERT

Alert #: 2017-002
Case #: USF17OFF000036
Date of Alert: 01/10/2017

Offense: Grand Theft Bicycle

Synopsis: On January 9th, at approximately 5:07pm, an unknown B/M stole a black Mongoose bicycle from the Magnolia D Bike rack. The B/M immediately exits the Magnolia Complex onto USF Beard Dr. and continues southbound from location.

The B/M is 30 to 40 years of age, wearing a black baseball cap, black thick rimmed glasses, grey “ARMY” zip up hoody, khaki pants, red New Balance shoes, and a white towel in his back pocket. Pictures of the suspect are attached.

Anyone having information regarding the identity of this person, please contact Det. Johnson with the USF Police Department at 813-974-2628.